22nd NOVEMBER 2019, FRIDAY
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, KUALA LUMPUR
TOP ASIA CORPORATE BALL
A Gathering of the Crème De La Crème in Malaysia & Asia
- A PROFILE

1. **THE TOP ASIA CORPORATE BALL**
   The Top Asia Corporate Ball hosted by Top 10, an international publisher of the Top 10 magazines, brings together the crème de la crème from diverse industries, professions and all walks of life across Asia. This event is a culmination of the celebration of the excellence of the continent. A highly anticipated social event that is ‘by invitation only’ which is held in Asian cities, the Ball exudes an air of glamour and elegance - bringing out the essence of high achievers and affluent society.

2. **EMBRACING LUXURY**
   The Ball is associated with the finer things in life that encompass luxury brands and top notch corporate establishments. Such associations have anchored the Ball as a prestigious event of the crème de la crème Top 10 community.

3. **IN THE HALL OF FAME**
   The red-carpet Ball, a host to some one thousand international guests, also salutes Asia’s best in entrepreneurship, management, leadership, sports, entertainment, arts and a host of other inspiring endeavours. In fact, some of these towering personalities and high achievers represent the world’s best in their respective field.

4. **CROSS-BORDER RECOGNITIONS - TOP 10’S COUNTRY SURVEYS**
   In addition to recognising inspiring achievers, the Ball also honours nations based on the results of Top 10 country surveys. The nations are evaluated under categories such as economic growth and development, tourism, manufacturing, foreign investment and so forth. These surveys are internationally accepted and acknowledged by the governments and foreign missions in the region.

5. **ENCHANTING PERFORMANCES**
   International artistes come together to add excitement and glamour to the Ball. Cultural troupes from various countries add colour and pomp with their presence at the Ball.

6. **GLAMOROUS MOMENTS IN TIME**
   Asia’s crème de la crème always get to enjoy wonderful company at the Ball. They come looking their best, sharing inspiring hopes and dreams in an atmosphere of high level networking.

Be Part of the Top Asia Corporate Ball
Celebrities

......Seen At Top Asia Corporate Ball Events

International artistes adding glamour and splendour
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Ziana Zain
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Alan Tam

David Arumugam
Enchanting Performances
Exhilarating showmanship making Top 10 events the best in the region

Papa CJ
Zainal Abidin
Winnie K
Ruth Sahanaya
Harith Iskander
Dato’ Siti Nurhaliza
Fakkah Fuzz
Dato’ Awie
Top Asia Corporate Ball

LARGEST and PRESTIGIOUS glittering gala dinner attracted a coverage in over 200 international media
Luxury At Its Finest ————

Prestigious, Glamorous, Memorable

Top10
Social Media Buzz on Top Asia Corporate Ball

Celebrities, politicians and personalities share their excitement and experience at Top 10 events.
Top Asia Corporate Ball Personalities & Companies Honoured at Top 10’s Top Asia Corporate Ball

The magazine showcases the best of Top 10 community

Tan Sri Kong Hon Kong
My Tam
Datuk David Arumugam
Afgansyah Reza
Alan Tam Wing Lun
Amber Chia
Zainal Abidin
Nur Fazura
Ella
Tan Sri Mustapha Kamal
Lisa Surihani
Teresa Kok Siah Sim
Tan Sri Ng Teck Fong
Reza Rahadian
Resh
Ruth Sahanaya
Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew
Harith Iskander
Ziana Zain
Taufik Hidayat
Tan Sri Danny Tan Chee Sing
Tan Sri Zainamzairani Mohd Isa
Datuk M. Nasir
Zee Avi
Tan Sri Lim Wee Chai
Datuk Nicol David
Tan Sri Ak Nathan
Dato’ Sri Siti Nurhaliza
Past & New Guest List

Datuk Nicol David  Tan Sri Yahya bin Ibrahim
Taufik Hidayat Amber Chia Ben Ibrahim
Dato Asfarena Samion Tan Sri Mustapha Kamal Dato Alan Foo
YM Tunku Mudzaffar Dato 'Jahlilawati Tan Sri Lim Wee Chai Dato Sri Rozita
YB Teresa Kok Tan Sri Ng Teck fong Alan Tam YM Tunku Nadzaruddin
Lisa Surihani Dato Sri Garin Tee Tan Sri Kong Hon Kong Dato Wendy Wong
Datin Norhazsliza (Datin Leez) Dato M Nasir Diana Danielle Tan Sri Lee Kin Yew
YAM Tunku Mariam Iskandar Ziana Zain YM Che Puan Sarimah
YAM Tunku Ali Redhauddin ibni Tuanku Muhriz Datin Winnie Loo
Raja Teh Maimunah Dato Sri Ar John Lau Kah Sieng Harith Iskander Dato Reza
Dato Lawrence Chan Dato ’Sri Siti Nurhaliza Datuk Mat Noor Nawi Dr. Nick Sim
Datin Jenny Goh Tan Sri Danny Tan Dato Lee Chee Weng YAM Tunku Dara Naquiah
Datin Dr. Clara Chee Dato Awie Tan Sri Zam Zam Zairani Tan Sri AK Nathan